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‘These Numbers Look Horrific’: Work Absence
Rates Are Off the Charts — And It’s Only
Gotten Worse
“Something’s going on with our workforce that we’ve never seen before. And it’s gone
so far above trend — it’s a health concern.”

The Vigilant Fox
Mar 28
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Originally Published on DailyClout

The 2022 absence rate “makes absolutely no sense,” exclaimed former Blackrock portfolio
manager Edward Dowd. “Something’s going on with our workforce that we’ve never seen
before. And it’s gone so far above trend — it’s a health concern.”

“Absences are deGned as instances when persons who usually work 35 or more hours a
week worked less than 35 hours during the reference week for one of the following reasons:
Own illness, injury, or medical problems; child-care problems; other family or personal
obligations; civic or military duty; and maternity or paternity leave. Excluded are situations
in which work was missed due to vacation or personal days, holiday, labor disputes, and
other reasons. For multiple jobholders, absence data refer only to work missed at their main
jobs. The absence rate is the ratio of workers with absences to total full-time wage and
salary employment,” explained Mr. Dowd on his website.

He noted, “In relative terms, the deviation from trend in 2022, for the total (men+women)
full-time workers was about 70%.”

“And that number [absence rates] went up three standard deviations oZ of trend (2003 to
2019)” in 2020, Mr. Dowd explained. In geek-speak, the chance of something three standard
deviations above the mean is 0.3 percent.
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Edward Dowd continues. “Three standard deviations is still a big deal. You could make the
case for why that happened in 2020. There were lockdowns. There was confusion. People
had to scramble with school and all sorts of things. So that makes sense to us. What doesn’t
make sense is that in 2021 it persisted and went to Gve standard deviations. What makes
absolutely no sense is the absence rate took oZ in 2022. And you can see the slope of the
line; the rate of change accelerated to the upside in 2022. And that standard deviation was
11. That’s just oZ the charts!”
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As mentioned earlier, something three standard deviations above the mean is very rare,
happens 0.3 percent of the time, but at least it remains in the realm of possibility. When we
get to standard deviations of 5 and 11, that is astronomically rare. We’re talking about a
percentage with multiple zeros before encountering the Grst non-zero digit.

Something 5 standard deviations, plus or minus, has a 1 in 1,744,278 chance of occurring.
Something 7 standard deviations, plus or minus, has a 1 in 390 billion chance of happening.
So, an 11 standard deviation literally is “oZ the charts” and then some.
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Ed Dowd, in his notes, wrote:

• Absence rates grew in each consecutive year since 2019.

• In 2022, absence rates were 28.6% higher than in 2019, an extraordinary change which
represents a large economic loss of productivity.

The following chart shows absence rates among 25 to 54-year-olds.
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“And you can see,” he told doctors Drew Pinsky and Kelly Victory, “took a magnitude leap
higher in 2022.”

The charts below refer to hours lost per absence. Mr. Dowd breaks down the data:

“In 2020 and 2021, it [lost hours] was seven and a half standard deviations [above the mean].
Again, in 2020, you can make a case for that. 2021, with the introduction of the vaccines, it
should have improved, but it went higher. But in 2022, it went 13 standard deviations oZ the
rails,” he informed. “And again, three standard deviations is pretty rare. 13 is unheard of.”

Mr. Dowd and his colleagues surmise, given their work on excess deaths and disabilities,
that the cause is indeed the COVID-19 injections. “Again, we’re not doctors, but what
we’re hearing anecdotally and what we’ve seen in the literature is that this vaccine may
compromise the immune system. And if so, it seems it accelerated in 2022, with our

Edward Dowd moves on to lost worktime rates.

So, what’s causing work time lost to be accelerated?
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compromise the immune system. And if so, it seems it accelerated in 2022, with our
workforce being constantly sick and calling in sick and missing work. So, these are not
disabled; these are injured,” he clariGed.

“It aZects the productivity of the economy, in addition to the disabled and dead. This is lost
productivity. And also, when you’re not feeling well, your cognitive abilities go down. And
then the people around you who are well have to pick up your slack. And it causes burnout
in those individuals as well. So this is this has knock-on eZects we can’t even quantify,” Mr.
Dowd explained.

The high absence rates lead Edward Dowd to postulate, “Hey, maybe the pandemic is in
2022, not 2020 — statistically. Because this is insane.”

“Something’s going on with our workforce that we’ve never seen before. And it’s gone so far
above trend that it’s a health concern. And again, I’ll say this, I believe it’s the vaccines. If
it’s not, it needs to be talked about and investigated because this is oZ the rails.”

He continues. “This is something that I would suspect our institutions would be buzzing

Work hours lost is not just a health issue; it has profound implications for
the economy.
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He continues. “This is something that I would suspect our institutions would be buzzing
about and investigating and trying to Ggure out because these numbers just look terriGc to
me, as an analyst. And I would have thought there’d be some public health issue oicial
screaming from the roojops. It’s crickets. It’s crickets, as far as I can tell. And there’s talk
of long COVID, but there doesn’t seem to be a lot of funding for long COVID at the
moment. If long COVID’s causing this, there should be billions looking into it right now.”

“I think that the numbers [absence rates/hours lost] continuing to go up in 2022 — that’s
not what we’re seeing with the trajectory of long COVID. Over time, those symptoms tend
to get better. And so you should see a decrease in those numbers, not a continued increase.”

Dr. Kelly Victory jumps in, saying long COVID should be going down over
time.
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Dr. Kelly Victory then issues a critical story about how the CDC anticipated 1,000 adverse
events a day prior to the rollout of the mRNA injections — so they hired an outside Grm,
General Dynamics. And instead of seeing 1,000 adverse events a day, the CDC saw rates as
high as 4.5 times what was anticipated.

Daniel Horowitz reported:

As you can see from page 8 of the pdf, General Dynamics warned the CDC that VAERS
had blown through the expected 1,000 cases per day and even reached a level above 4,500
– to the point that GD couldn’t process the data. Mind you, they were never concerned
with the human toll, just the logistics of the contract labor. They predicted a need for
“reforecasting of staing needs” to process all these reports.
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“Yet they kept all of this from the public,” lamented Dr. Victory. And she opined that the
adverse event data validates what Edward Dowd is Gnding in his numbers.

“This is stark,” Edward Dowd grieved.

One last chart.
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“Chart four shows that work time lost is 50% higher [in 2022] than in 2019.” The rate was
28.6% in 2020 and 2021, but for some worrisome reason, work hours lost accelerated in
2022. “So again,” Edward Dowd continued, “whatever’s going on is accelerating in 2022 —
with a virus that is now nothing more than a cold and supposedly-miracle vaccines, so…”

So, it makes no sense, I believe, Edward Dowd was trying to say — if you were to believe
the conventional government narrative. The data is the data, and what it tells us is that
health is declining — not improving. That suggests that “saving lives,” as our governments
told us, wasn’t a priority ajer all.

-End-

If you found this article engaging or to hold valuable information, please consider sharing
it with one friend.

The damning information that PGzer, and as such, what the FDA knew, and wanted to keep
hidden for 75 years, has been thoroughly documented and compiled into a paperback book.

These important summaries, which detail astonishing ranges of deaths, disabilities, and
other systematic harms to subjects, contain vastly important headlines: twenty forms of

The Greatest Crime In Human History Ever Recorded Is Coming Soon in
Paperback Form
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other systematic harms to subjects, contain vastly important headlines: twenty forms of
menstrual damage to women — how PGzer covered up a rood of adverse events — PEG in
breast milk — within a month of rollout, PGzer knew the mRNA vaccines did not work.

All funds and proceeds raised go to the research project. So, please, show your support and
get your (or a loved one’s) hands on this critical information in one place — by
ordering your copy today.
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Laura Mar 28 Liked by The Vigilant Fox

I was able to retire early in 2019 and missed mandates by the Grace of God. I am now
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I was able to retire early in 2019 and missed mandates by the Grace of God. I am now

healthier than I have been in years.

LIKE (25) REPLY

Sara Beth Mar 28 Liked by The Vigilant Fox

Got off of Twitter so I love getting updates on here from you! Thank you

LIKE (17) REPLY

David Mohr Mar 28

I believe its called ''JAB SICKNESS'' SO MANY of the sheeple have taken so many jabs of this

venom graphene oxide poison their immune systems are breaking and of course our over

paid medical doctors can't do anything because they have not seen anything like this before.

They have created a perfect storm.

LIKE (15) REPLY (3)

Writes Concerned in Midwest Cognitive dissonance in wealthy… Mar 28

i am frequently reviewing disability claims now with 4-5 of these shots...

LIKE (11) REPLY

Bill Mar 29

Have you seem the video from rice university? With the majack GO in you they can spark

you up with 5 girls radiation towers. Lights on -+-lights out

LIKE (1) REPLY

Bill Mar 29

Ain't no virus ain't Nov bat VAX ain't no bat, but there s bat shipt crazzy from go. Five

yeas ago I dought one grimmer n k to g5 now with go crazy its everywhere. Max Winslow

the movie.

LIKE REPLY

Hauptsturmpführer Pfauci Mar 28

Please stop promoting Amazon, the enemy. There are many commercial alternatives to

throwing money at Jeff Bezos

LIKE (15) REPLY (1)

Gorgo Mar 28

I completely agree. The only thing they are good for are digital books, if they don't ban

them.
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LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

Writes Steshu Dostoevsky Steshu’s Substack Mar 28

Digital and books should never be together. If you can’t physically turn a page and

get a paper cut you don’t have a book.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Hauptsturmpführer Pfauci Mar 29

Speaking of digital. Sadly, Archive.org just had a bad lower-court decision in a case

brought by publishers to ban their online lending library. It's not over, so I just

donated $100 to their legal effort. I urge everyone to pony up to help save a great

resource.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Mckeekitty Mar 28

In short, these jabs maim and kill. --Ed Dowd

LIKE (12) REPLY

Socrates999 Mar 28 · edited Mar 28

How Many Damaged People?

So much attention has (rightly) gone to excess mortality, sudden deaths and relatively

immediate injuries. I'm beginning to think the bigger issue is:

what percentage of vaxxed people have long term damage and problems to a greater or

lesser extent?

Not necessarily things as obvious as cancer; things like neuropathy, cognitive decline,

susceptibility to injury, balance problems, frequency and severity of various low grade

illnesses, etc. What are the correlations with age and number of vaccinations in percentage

terms?

What percentage of vaxxed people will have a diminished quality of life because of all the

extra smaller health problems due to the vax? %.01? %1? %10? %40? What percentage of

vaxxed people have what percentage of damage?

Based on what I'm seeing on substack, including a lot of the stories in the comments, and

what i'm hearing from friends who seem to have various sorts of difficulties (of course they

are not associating them with the vaccine), a lot.

I'm a sports fan and it is incredible how many athletes are getting injured so easily and

frequently. It very much seems like their bodies simply are not as strong or resilient as they

were and things that in the past wouldn't even have affected them now lead to weeks or
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months on the injury list.

Tell the average person about excess mortality and standard deviations and their eyes glaze

over but tell them that one person in 100 has serious long term damage including their

friends who seemingly got cancer from nowhere and they will listen.

The key question:
LIKE (12) REPLY (1)

Writes Concerned in Midwest Cognitive dissonance in wealthy… Mar 28

that is the slow game...there will be tens of thousands of additional deaths and

devastating disabilities in the next five years. how many people are walking around with

subclinical myocarditis??? The five year survival rate is only 50%, we are not close to the

end of this.

LIKE (10) REPLY (1)

Socrates999 Mar 28

10s of thousands is the lowest number

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Concerned in Midwest Cognitive dissonance in wealthy… Mar 29

of course, in the end it will be millions dead long before their normal expiration

date. i can see a billion people disappeared by the end of the decade.

LIKE (2) REPLY

JdL Mar 28

Thank goodness we can rule out vaccines as a source of all these deaths, since so many

experts have assured us they can't possibly be the cause. /s

LIKE (7) REPLY

Capt. Roy Harkness Mar 28 · edited Mar 28

As I watch this presentation I'm thinking: "This is just getting started.." Br. Alexis Bugnolo's

advice for we the purebloods to purchase hazmat suits to assist with the mass burials was

prescient, albiet somewhat premature. (https://www.bitchute.com/video/ieDAFLLvXhbw/)

I'm now listening to Dr. Victory's remarks towards the end, and wondering -- as I often do --

"When are the arrests going to happen?" And you who are reading this know the answer as

well as I do: They never will. The incarnate demons responsible for these monstrous crimes

against humanity will never be held to account, short of at the hands of a lynch mob.
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Jamie Leigh Mar 28
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Jamie Leigh Mar 28

Any mob will be quelled. Plenty of arms at their disposal. I truly think they will not be held

to account until Judgement Day. Sucks. Then again, I don't suppose I'm quite ready for

that day either.

LIKE (2) REPLY (4)

Capt. Roy Harkness Mar 28

I'm just worried God will have a trap door waiting for me when I get up there.. 

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

Mckeekitty Mar 28

Nah, Roy. You're good.

The Universe knows...

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Capt. Roy Harkness Mar 28

"Imagine the Creator as a low comedian, and at once the world becomes

explicable." 

-- HL Mencken

LIKE (1) REPLY

Jamie Leigh Mar 28

I hear that!

LIKE REPLY

Bill Mar 29

The world is a prison its purpose is to impose a sentance of death. But the peter

path is for his chosen-- from suffering to eventually thankfulness joy and love.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Bill Mar 29

The sun is changing. Getting ready to melt the elements, the magnetic polls are

headed to the Indian ocesn, the core has all but stopped rotating at the earths

center. The entire system of both gods creation in Christ and mans creation of

fiction is coming to the end if the age. The generation of Adm is in its last hurrah,

but will not perish until the end. Two sons two generstions. The inheritance of Adm

is death the inheritance of God in Christ is eternal life. We are all the fallen, and

everyone everywhere knows it. Cast into utter darkness but resqued by gods love in
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Christ as we are redeemed from the darkness into the radiance of gods glory. The

prince of the air (Adm got to be a son of a king to be a prince) is about to meet his

bro and its not going to go well for him and his fallen.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Capt. Roy Harkness Mar 28

There's a lot more of us, then there are of them..

LIKE (1) REPLY

BlazeCloude3 Mar 28

Am very curious about the stats concerning School Attendance/Tardiness as recorded since

'Martial Law' called 'Lockdown's' was lifted. Is there correlation in either positive or negative

manifestations?

LIKE (7) REPLY (2)

B Carlson Mar 28

According to what my sins tell me absence in their classes is very high. Sometimes they

say half the class is ill from one thing or another. Absence rate of jabbed vs unjabbed

would probably show the mRNA is damaging people’s immune systems

LIKE (11) REPLY (2)

BlazeCloude3 Mar 28

Without actual numbers it's only possible to speculate. But, an educated guess

would no doubt prove you correct.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

B Carlson Mar 28

Wake up people. Are we the only ones that see this. Alternative media is large

and growing. I hope that sites like Substack can spread the word of this

genocide in a hurry

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Rob Kay Scottish reflections Mar 28

My guess is that a lot of kids just got pissed off with the whole control effing system

- many of them have been lost forever.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes SheThinksLiberty SheThinksLiberty’s Newsletter Mar 28

You know, that's what we need to be calling it -- martial law -- because for all intents and
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You know, that's what we need to be calling it -- martial law -- because for all intents and

purposes, that's what it was.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

BlazeCloude3 Mar 28

HIGH TIME TO RETURN TO COMMONLY ACCEPTED LANGUAGE...

CALL A SPADE A SPADE.

Lockdown is nice and MISLEADS FROM WHAT IT IS AS IT IS "Marital Law".

Smart Cities/15 or 20 Minute Cities is nice and MISLEADS FROM 'Concentration

Camps' which is what they are.

There are many more MARKETING/SALES TECHNIQUE 'WORD GAMES/TRICKS'

making evil APPEAR good...Actually based in 'Sophist Philosophy' or Bernaysian

Marketing Psychology.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Writes SheThinksLiberty SheThinksLiberty’s Newsletter Mar 28

100%.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Jo Highet Jhigh68 Mar 28

I know one reason not mentioned here that caused many able bodied people to miss work -

The Families First Coronavirus Response Act

(https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/pandemic/ffcra-employee-paid-leave)

This act essentially rewarded employees for calling in sick if they were “exposed” to someone

with Covid, or if there child, for example, was exposed to someone with Covid and they had

to stay home with them. This “sick time” was paid and did not count against the employees

accrued PTO or vacation time. CDC recommended 5 days of quarantine. 5 days!! This policy

was INSANE. And worse, my daughter-in-law was forced to stay home and use her own PTO

because she was unvaccinated. Her employer only granted the federal coverage to

vaccinated employees. Unreal. Please look into this and make sure this is factored into the

stats for 2022!

LIKE (5) REPLY

Gary Mar 28

No one showing up at work. = One more indication of the 'genius' (evil genius) of covid and

what can be and is being done with media control in combination with a state run school

system (DoE) via science turned into a government and pharmaceutical industry owned
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system (DoE) via science turned into a government and pharmaceutical industry owned

commodity. (that is FAR from science and certainly NOT truth!) Not only are the kids (the

latest generation of indoctrinated) thinking they can be one of any number of sexes at their

beck and call, (and insistent on you believing their lie) they also think they can simply be any

number of animals living the life that is indicative of what happens when freedom of

conscience is purposefully (psychologically) morphed into the freedom from OWNING a

conscience. Several schools now have kids insisting they are cats and other animals. This is

the beginning of a chaos (driven in large part by democrats) that will end in a totalitarianism

no different from the ones that have gone before that murdered millions.

When they have no conscience the very concept of discipline accountability and

consequence is meaningless and these people much like animals with out a cerebral cortex

will certainly not see the need to work. And? if you cross them? What happens? Check out

today's news! They'll shoot you!! They have no conscience! They are simply animals because

they've grown up in a system that never held them accountable. Where love was the absence

of boundary and border and sovereignty! Which is also the absence of masculinity and law

enforcment! (interesting though that the left is the one pointing to doing away with law

enforcement and ridding ourselves of such CRUEL boundaries!)

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

nicola Mar 28

Painful to read but so true.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Truth Matters Truth’s Substack Mar 28

Vigilant Fox and all,

The People have NOT begun to fight, refusing to UNITE yet in any productive Freedom

Movement! So ALL the damage to EVERYONE from ALL the Treason continues until…

The next step has to be UNITY of The People…if ALL Treason is to be addressed with serious

accountability, including the COVID19 insanity!

No one, I repeat NO ONE in political power today will ever do the right things until they FEAR

the people!

There is nothing for them to fear until we UNITE against them!

UNITED, We can do anything we want!

Divided, there is nothing we can do!

Lex Greene, writer with a serious resume at News With Views has another important piece

out tomorrow…for those who desire a United team for Freedom and Liberty, wanting to save

our Republic for future generations and ALL of humanity!
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our Republic for future generations and ALL of humanity!

P.S. My gloves came off 15 years ago, working with the NORTH AMERICAN LAW CENTER

group. I highly suggest if you want to unite with people actually working real solutions…

contact Lex Greene!

LIKE (4) REPLY

Valerie Mar 28

Some of these absences have to be explained by people taking a couple of hours off to go to

appts during that work day. Working at home the last few years, people got very used to

having more flexibility in their day and now feel free to take those couple of hours rather than

PTO or feeling the need to be chained to their desk for X hours in a day. As long as the job

gets done...

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

P. Reay Mar 28

I believe they used number of hours worked per week. Employees slipping out for

appointments shouldn't affect that criterium. I also suspect that in many cases 'the job'

isn't getting done.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Jamie Leigh Mar 28

As long as the money-producing paperwork is done, that is. Who cares if you're actually

doing anything. Which lead to....AI can replace ya.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Valerie Mar 28

That wasn’t my point at all.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Jamie Leigh Mar 28

Oh man. I think I did misread it. Sorry about that!

LIKE REPLY

StellaMaris Mar 28

Employers don't care...I work in the education field and they are just lowering the cerification

qualifications for people to work in the field....... in BC, Canada.....they don't want to look at

this any other way...they just want warm bodies in the positions...they say the school act

allows them to do this.....

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)
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LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Napoleon The Narrow Path Mar 29

Agree. Employers will never hire a person who didn't take the shots and is not shy about

saying that as the reason for leaving the last job. Employers don't want non-compliant

workers, just warm compliant bodies in seats. If they can't find such compliancy, they will

leave the seats empty.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

StellaMaris Mar 29

Yes, and unions have been captured, as well...none of them stood up and helped

workers during the madness...they just repeated the mantra...just another arm of

the employer and gov't...... this should have been their moment to shine and

probably get more unionized people and places..... makes sense if you hear this.......

https://gettr.com/post/p1va6ik5a79

LIKE (1) REPLY

DDForTruth Mar 28

One thing not mentioned is the fact that many people left the workforce BECAUSE of the clot

shot mandates, and loss of body autonomy. They refused also to take a job that enforced the

draconian measures of masks, social distancing, vaxx passports etc. This also plays a role in

the numbers I am sure, not to the extent of the death shot but still worth noting.

LIKE (3) REPLY

barbara j woodward Mar 28

i wonder if that is why they want all these illegals in here and they didn't make them get the

bioweapon.....hhhmmmm

LIKE (2) REPLY

Gorgo Mar 28

The Fed and The Dummy both say the economy is booming. They would never lie would

they?

LIKE (2) REPLY

B Carlson Mar 28

Deaths and illness off the charts. If people can’t wake to the fact it’s the mRNA so called

vaccines causing this they are blind and or brainwashed. To ignore this slaughter is in fact

being compliant with the crime

LIKE (2) REPLY
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LIKE (2)

Writes Samantha Gluck Peeking Around the Corner Mar 28

Unbelievable!!!

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Ray Horvath, "The Source" :) Ray’s Newsletter Mar 28

Yes, the numbers speak for themselves about the very-intentional "side effects" of the

injections. Somehow, I doubt it's mRNA,

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/why-not-mrna

but it doesn't matter. What matters is,

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/who-is-right-and-who-is-wrong

LIKE (2) REPLY

Bill Mar 28

Its GO here its GO there its GO everywhere. Its in the air its in the water its in your meds its I.

Your head. 5 gester is the game and GO activation is the game. Rice university

https://news.rice.edu/news/2016/nanotubes-assemble-rice-introduces-teslaphoresis. Just

love the better half spark the crsp up then talk about bio medical application. Build your brain

back and you will feel no pain. Klaus-++ you can't touch this. Its all an illusion.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Tom McNabb Hard Currency Economics Mar 28

Didn't assess any effects of the mandates on absentee rates--unvaxed workers required to

stay home, but sympathetic employers--the mandates wasn't their idea--just mark them

absent hoping they will be able to come back without affecting the employer's unemployment

insurance rates.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Tom McNabb Hard Currency Economics Mar 29

I mean, as just another possible explanation, not saying this is the case.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Rob Kay Scottish reflections Mar 28

I think mental health is at least 50% of this catastrophe. But just my hunch, as a public health

strategist with an interest in mental health. OK, I'll trade the other 50% as vaccine damage!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Rob Mar 28
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Rob Mar 28

I think if he looks at the new cost of long term insurance and healthcare in general you will

see the insurance industry is responding by charging more.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Andy Bunting Andy’s Skint/Broke. Older Bloke… Mar 30

Thanks VF. Unfortunately, only going to get way worse going forward.

LIKE REPLY

Think Big Mar 29

Have you considered the roll-out of 5G technology across countries and potential correlation

to the health data analyzed in the past few months? The two largest worldwide changes in

past 2 years were the “vaccine” and 5G. We may be doing humanity a great long-term

disservice by ignoring one of the potential factors…

Is it possible that Big Pharma is being sacrificed on the altar of Big Tech?

LIKE REPLY

Veritas Now Mar 29

Question: In what area of healthcare is the 12 years of experience you mention in your bio?

LIKE REPLY

Writes NeverForget1776 Never Forget 1776 b/c Men Fough… Mar 29

Does anyone know if their is a source/URL for the full interview/video?

LIKE REPLY

Stein Ove Hanslien Mar 29

They have removed an enormous amount of reports from VAERS...

LIKE REPLY

Simon Carr Mar 29

The basic FACT that S&P500 companies, CDC, Gov AND MSM is ignoring this absolute data

just proves, to me, that we are, in fact, in the middle of a depopulation conspiracy - that

should terrify everyone

LIKE REPLY

Pedro Mar 28 · edited Mar 28

The world is collapsing all around us; whole systems are failing…so, people just don’t give AF

anymore about work.

LIKE REPLY
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LIKE

Bill Mar 28

Maui no ka oi

Morpheous is the god of dreams there is no blue or red its all the matrix. The great reset the

great awakening its crpola. The race to finish is on.

LIKED (1) REPLY

Writes John Raymond Triumph of Immaculate Heart of … Mar 28

Ed's been around. He talks about CDC and other government agencies as if someone might if

it was 2019.

LIKED (1) REPLY

Ian Spangler Mar 28

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT THE NEW CLIMATE CHANGE VACCINE, ECOVAX:

What is Ecovax?

Ecovax is a new vaccine developed by Pfizer as part of its Green Health initiative. It uses the

latest mRNA technology to control the spread of carbon dioxide (CO2), a planet-killing

pathogen transmitted through your respiratory system.

Read More: https://newworldhumor.substack.com/p/frequently-asked-questions-about

LIKED (1) REPLY
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